Trust the machine
It does know it better

On a personal level we faithfully follow Google Maps without any concern.
We marvel at voice recognition capability and happily depend on our tech
assistants. Driverless vehicles make more and more sense to us. Over the
past years, we’ve all been personally handing over more and more to the
machine because it has become increasingly evident that is not just perfectly safe to do so, but better for us.
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Trust the machine
It does know it better

Get it together FMCG, the Machine knows better
So, here is how it is – advances and successes in machine learning and other tech artificial
intelligence are regularly happening way faster than even their own innovators’ predictions.
From forecasting the top four winners of the Kentucky Derby to diagnosing cancer; from the
autopilot avoidance of road accidents to the computer defeating the greatest human master
of the world’s most complex thinking game, the machine is clearly coming out on top.
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Start trusting the machine. Today.

About visualfabriq: visualfabriq was founded in 2013 by Jaco Brussé and Carst Vaartjes – both experienced FMCG and Retail professionals who embarked on a quest
to develop a tool that could truly transform the industry’s Big Data into instant meaningful insights. In its start-up years, the company already won engagements at various
Tier 1 manufacturing companies. In the 2016 Promotion Optimisation Institute (POI) TPx Vendor Panorama, visualfabriq’s Trade Promotion Master™ was awarded with
‘Best-in-Class’ distinctions for both Financial Orientation/Simulation and Post Event Analytics. For more information visit: www.visualfabriq.com
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